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Nonmagnetic Impurity Scattering in a dx22y2 Superconductor near a Van Hove Point:
Zn versus Ni in the Cuprates

R. Fehrenbacher
Max-Planck-Institut für Festköperforschung, Heisenbergstrasse 1, D-70569 Stuttgart, Germany

(Received 29 December 1995)

We consider the effect of nonmagnetic impurities in adx22y2 superconductor with́ F close to a Van
Hove singularity. It is shown that the nontrivial density of states (DOS) allows for resonant scattering
already at intermediate potential strengthsjuj ø 1 2 eV. The residual DOS at́F and theTc suppres-
sion rate are found to depend strongly on the carrier concentration. Quantitative agreement with exper
iments on Zn and Ni doped cuprates is obtained by adjusting a single parameter,u. [S0031-9007(96)-
00916-7]

PACS numbers: 74.62.Dh, 74.20.Mn, 74.72.–h
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The effect of nonmagnetic impurities on the propert
of a superconductor (SC) can provide useful informat
about the symmetry of its order parameter (OP). And
son’s theorem [1] states that nonmagnetic impurities
fect neither the transition temperatureTc nor the density
of states (DOS)Nsvd of a BCS SC with anisotropic
OP. However, if the OP is anisotropic, possibly exhib
ing nodes (such as, e.g., adx22y2 OP), nonmagnetic impu
rities may lead to a large residual DOSNres ; Nsv  0d
at the Fermi energý F , and even to a complete suppre
sion ofTc [2].

In the high-Tc copper oxides, Zn impurities are particu
larly harmful. For YBa2sCu12xZnxd3O72y , for instance,
where Zn substitutes primarily onplanar Cu sites [3],
a rapid suppression ofTc sTc  0 at x ø 0.08 0.1d, as
well as aNres growing asx1y2 observed [4]. On the othe
hand, nominally magnetic Ni12 impurities (also believed
to primarily substitute for planar Cu) have a much mild
effect: While suppressingTc at a rate 1y2–1y3 of Zn,
they do not lead to a significantNres up tox ø 0.05 [4].

An appealing and simple interpretation of these result
possible in terms of adx22y2 OP affected by nonmagneti
scattering, assuming that Zn acts as a strong, in f
resonant scatterer [5]. However, one problem with t
model comes from the fact that the growth in the norm
state resistivitydrnydx just aboveTc is quite similar for Ni
and Zn [6]. Given that, their different behavior in the S
state is puzzling, since, in standard models (for magn
andnonmagnetic impurities) [7,8], theTc suppression rate
dTcydx and the residual resistivity are both determined
the same parameter, the normal state scattering rate. A
it is not clear why Zn should scatter resonantly, since t
is obtained only for scattering strengthjuj ! `.

Reports about localized magnetic moments on Cu s
next to a Zn [9] further complicate the issue. The s
of the moment depends on hole doping, and seem
be large in underdoped cupratesføs0.9 1.4dmBg [9,10],
whereas in optimally doped YBa2Cu3O72g sY-O7d it is
small [9] or maybe absent [11]. Therefore, at lea
in Y-O7, it seems justified to model Zn as a pu
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potential scatterer. In underdoped samples, additio
magnetic pair breaking might occur. Note, however, t
even then it is not obvious that Abrikosov-Gorkov (AG
theory [7] applies due to (i) the existence of short-ran
antiferromagnetic (AF) correlations, and (ii) the fact th
the “impurity” spins are probably not totally immobile
but part of the same SC spin fluid (Cu spin 1y2). For
a strongly correlated system such as thet-J model, for
instance, it was shown [12] that a localized spin 1y2
impurity has only a small influence on magnetic a
pairing properties when its coupling to the mobile spinsJi

is the same or similar to the couplingJ among the latter.
This should be satisfied here. There is also the possib
that Zn might act on thepair potential itself as proposed
recently [13] in the context of an AF spin fluctuatio
model. However, the presence of localized Cu mome
nearest neighbor to Zn suggests that AF correlations
probably unaffected, or maybe even enhanced in
vicinity of the impurity site, since this region correspon
to a locally underdoped phase, i.e., is closer to AF.

As one possible route to resolve the discrepanc
between theory and experiment described above,
explore the influence of a realistic quasiparticle dispers
on the effect of nonmagnetic impurity scattering in
model BCS superconductor with an assumeddx22y2 OP
chosen asDk  Dhk, with hk  scoskx 2 coskydy2.
Our main findings are the following: (i) The existence o
Van Hove singularity (VHS) just beloẃF [suggested by
angular-resolved photoemission (ARPES) [14,15]] lea
to a strong violation of particle-hole symmetry, and allow
for the occurrence of resonant scattering, at reali
potential strengthsjuj ø 1 2 eV. (ii) The sign of u is
crucial. For hole concentrations corresponding to Y-O7,
we find that resonant scattering occurs only for nega
u (in electron notation). A large negativeu is expected
for Zn impurities, since an inertd shell strongly repels
holes, i.e., attracts electrons. This is also consistent w
the observed localized Cu moments. Ni, however, sho
create a weakerattractivepotential for holes, i.e., positive
u, since a Ni1III oxidation state is formed more easi
© 1996 The American Physical Society 1849
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than Cu1III. (iii) The VHS also results in astrong
frequencydependence of the normal state quasipart
lifetime. This might explain why theTc suppression rate
and increase of residual resistivity are not simply relat
as observed for Zn and Ni. (iv) BothNres, and dTcydx
are strongly doping dependent, the latter becoming m
larger in the underdoped regime away from the VHS.
Overall, goodquantitativeagreement with experiments
obtained with only one adjustable parameter,u.

We model the impurities by a short-range poten
V srd  udsr 2 rid, and apply the self-consistentt-matrix
approximation [8,16]. This approach has recently b
shown to yield accurate results in the dilute impur
limit [17]. Working in particle-hole space, thet matrix
T̂ satisfies the following Lippmann-Schwinger equati
(quantities with a hat represent matrices):

T̂ svd  u

∑
ŝ3 1 ŝ3T̂svd

1
L

X
k

ĝsk, vd
∏

. (1)

Here we introduced the propagator

ĝsk, vd 
ṽŝ0 1 D̃kŝ1 1 j̃kŝ3

ṽ2 2 D̃
2
k 2 j̃

2
k

, (2)

where ṽ  v 2 S0, D̃k  Dk 1 S1, j̃k  jk 1 S3,
jk the quasiparticle energy. The self-energy (such as
other matrices) is expanded in terms of the identity a
Pauli matricesŝ0, . . . , ŝ3 as Ŝ  Sjŝj , and is given
by Ŝ  niT̂ , ni the impurity concentration, andL the
volume. For thedx22y2 OP, the off-diagonal self-energ
vanishes by symmetry, and from (1), the nonzero com
nents are

S0 
niG0

s1yu 2 G3d2 2 G2
0

, S3 
nis1yu 2 G3d

s1yu 2 G3d2 2 G2
0

.

(3)

whereGisvd  L21
P

k gisk, vd. Previous approache
[5,8] assumed particle-hole symmetry in the normal DO
which has the consequence thatS3  0 is a self-consisten
solution of (3). Here, we relax this condition and take in
account the full structure of thet matrix. Unfortunately,
this also means that allk sums have to be done numerica
when iterating Eqs. (3) for a self-consistent solution.
d 3 d k-space grid withd  4000 for calculations of
spectral quantities, andd  200 to calculateTc, proved
to be sufficient to obtain good convergence.

For the quasiparticle dispersionjk, we use a
tight-binding fit to ARPES data on Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8

(Bi-2212) with real space hopping matrix elemen
ft0, . . . , t5g  f0.879, 21, 0.28, 20.087, 0.094, 0.087g, (t0

on-site, t1 nearest neighbor,t2 next nearest neighbo
hopping etc.) [18,19]. All energies are measured in u
of jt1j  0.149 eV. The value oft0 corresponds to a
hole doping ofd  0.17. In the calculations, we conside
doping levels ofd  0.25, 0.18, 0.13 st0  1.0, 0.9, 0.8d
which are representative of Y-O7 (´VHS ø 216 meV
1850
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[15]), Bi-2212 (́ VHS ø 231 meV [14]), and Y-O6.6 (no
precise value of́ VHS is published to date), respectively
´VHS the position of the VHS with respect tóF . The
experiments indicate that a rigid band picture is an a
ceptable approximation in this small doping interval.
the calculations of spectral quantities, we setD  0.2
(30 meV). Theonly free parameter in the theory is the
the potential strengthu, since the impurity concentration
ni is also fixed by experiment. We shall search for valu
of u to consistently explain the experiments for Zn and N

The effect of the nontrivial DOS is rather dramati
in particular, if a VHS is close tó F , as in the present
case: (i) Thes-wave scattering phase shiftd0 acquires a
strong frequency dependence already in thenormal state,
which also reflects itself in the scattering rate, henc
resistivity. Furthermore, the dependence onu is highly
nontrivial. (ii) In the self-energy Eqs. (3), the cotange
c  cot d0 (being frequency independentin case of a
constant normal DOS) that is usually used to parametr
the scattering strength is replaced by the (nowfrequency
dependent) quantity c̃svd ; 21yu 1 G3svd. This leads
to a strong sensitivity of the superconducting DOS andTc

on bothu and the chemical potential. Resonant scatter
is usually observed forjcj ø 1 (corresponding tojuj ø `

for constant DOS). In the present case, this transla
to the conditionc̃sv  0d ø 1, allowing for resonant
scattering even ifjuj ø `. We shall illustrate these points
below.

Figure 1(a) shows Nres ; Nsv  0d  2p21 3

ImhG0svd 1 G3svdj jv0 as a function of the po-
tential strength u for fixed ni  0.002. A broad
peak is observed, the center of which shifts fro
negative s1yu ø 20.05 for d  0.25d to positive
s1yu ø 0.1 for d  0.13d values as the hole doping is
lowered. The broadness of the peaks shows that
signature of resonant scattering, i.e., a largeNres for very
small ni , occurs in a rather extended interval on the 1yu
axis. Using d  0.25 to model Y-O7, we find that a
value as small as1yu  20.1, i.e., juj ø 1.5 eV ø W ,
the bandwidth, is sufficient to explain the values r
ported for Zn [4]. This assignment immediately lead
to the prediction that the Zn inducedNres should de-
crease significantly for underdoped samples, e.g.,
d  0.13, Nressni  0.002d ø 0. In Fig. 1(b), we plot
the ni dependence ofNres for selected values of 1yu
and d  0.25. The expected relationNres , n

1y2
i holds

for 1yu  20.1, whereas for1yu . 0.6, Nres is neg-
ligibly small up to concentrations ofni  0.05. The
latter behavior was reported for Ni doped Y-O7, hence,
we assign a value of1yu ø 0.7 to this case. Note
that, if substitution occurs primarily on the planar C
site, ni ø 1.5x in YBa2sCu12xTxd3O72y sT  Zn, Nid.
However, at largerx, substitution is also expected o
the Cu(1) chain sites. Figure 1(c) confirms the po
made earlier, that the occurrence of resonant scatte
is now linked to the conditionjc̃sv  0dj ø 1. For
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FIG. 1. (a) The residual DOSNres as a function of 1yu and
different doping levels. (b)Nres as a function of impurity
concentrationni for various values of 1yu. (c) The real and
imaginary parts of̃csvd for values of 1yu near resonance.

d  0.25, jc̃sv  0dj  0, i.e., resonance, occurs f
1yu ø 20.0425.

Figures 2(a)–2(d) show the frequency dependenc
the DOS neaŕ F . For very smallni [Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)]
we obtain the characteristic hump at´F , provided the
resonance conditionjc̃sv  0dj ø 1 is satisfied. On the
other hand, for weaker scattering1yu  0.7 [Figs. 2(c)
and 2(d)], Nsvd vanishes linearly at́ F for ni # 0.02;
and, for largerni , a sublinear dependence is found with
small Nres, which grows asd is reduced. From this, w
predict that a smallNres could appear inunderdopedNi
substituted cuprates forni , 0.05.

To calculateTc, we solve the linearized gap equation
the presence of impurities

1 
V

4Lbc

X
n,k

scoskx 2 coskyd2

ṽ2
nc 1 j̃

2
k

. (4)

The pair potential is chosen asVkk0  Vhkhk0 to gen-
erate adx22y2 OP andbc  skBTcd21. Because of the
nontrivial jk, the normal statesD  0d self-energy enter
ing (4) becomes frequency dependent. Hence,Tc cannot
be expressed in the standard AG form, and the Mat
ara sum has to be evaluated numerically with a cut
typically vn # 50 sø7.5 eVd. For the pure case, th
results in an accuracy better than1024 compared to the
value without cutoff. The coupling constant was ch
sen asV  2.2, which corresponds to a near neighb
attraction ofVy8  0.275 ø 41 meV (see [18]). With-
out impurities, this leads toTc  s111 K, 92 K, 65 Kd
for d  s0.25, 0.18, 0.13d.

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show theni dependence ofTc at
d  0.25, 0.18 for the values of 1yu assigned to Zn an
Ni. The shape of the curves is essentially identical to
AG form (see, for example, [20]). TheTc suppression
rate is about 2 times as fast for1yu  20.1 (Zn) than
for 1yu  0.7 (Ni). Furthermore, it strongly increase
of

a

FIG. 2. The v dependence of the DOS for smallni 
0.001 near resonance (a),(b), and for largerni far from reso-
nance (c),(d).

for lower d, in qualitative agreement with experiments
YBa2Cu3O72y [21]. Figure 3(c) illustrates the substa
tial increase indtcydni ftc  TcyTc0, Tc0  Tcsni  0dg
upon lowering d. In analogy to Nres [Fig. 1(a)], the
peak shifts from negative to positive 1yu as d is low-
ered. Figure 3(d) shows the frequency dependence o
self-energyS0 on the imaginary axis for various va
ues of 1yu fRehS0sTcdj  0 and ImhS3sTcdj  0g. The
large variation ofdtcydni between1yu  20.1 and 0.7
originates in the big differences ofS0 particularly at
intermediatevn.

Finally, we need to check whether theu values assigned
to Zn and Ni can produce a quasiparticle damp
Im Sn, which could explain the similarity in the residu
resistivity caused by the two. The normal state
conductivity is evaluated using the Kubo formula (vert
-
,

eFIG. 3. (a),(b) TheTc suppression for potentials near and f
from resonance, ford  0.18, 0.25. (c) 1yu dependence of
the Tc suppression rate ford  0.13, 0.18, 0.25. (d) Frequency
dependence of ImS0 on the imaginary axis atTc for vari-
ous 1yu.
1851
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corrections vanish for a contact impurity potential [22])

sxx
imp 

2pe2

L

Z
dv

µ
2

≠f
≠v

∂ X
k

∑
≠jk

≠kx
Ask, vd

∏2

,

(5)

where the spectral function is defined as

Ask, vd  2
sgnv

p

Im Sn

sv 2 jk 2 ReSnd2 1 sIm Snd2
,

(6)

and fsvd the Fermi function. At lowT, ≠fy≠v con-
verges to a delta function, and only the self-energy aro
´F is important. We assume that the 3D coupling in
cuprates is sufficient, so that localization effects can
neglected in the low density limit under consideration.

Figure 4(a) shows thev dependence of ImSn for
d  0.25, ni  0.005, and various values ofu. The
surprising observation is that, even though the ove
shape of the curves is different, in the vicinity of´F ,
they are very similar. In particular, for1yu  20.1, 0.7
the values at́ F are essentially the same. The VH
creates some type of an inversion point for the freque
dependent scattering rate. This similarity reflects it
in the impurity induced dc resistivity which we plo
as a function of 1yu for ni  0.01, T ø 100 K, and
d  0.25, 0.18 in Fig. 4(b). The values between1yu 
20.5, 0.7 vary by less than 15%, even though theTc

suppression within this range changes by a factor of 2
Fig. 3(c)]. The magnitude also agrees fairly well w
reported values for Zn and Nisø20 30 mV cmyat%d [6].
This shows that the proximity to the VHS causing t
strongv dependence ofSn is capable toseverely violate
the conventional proportionality of residual resistivity a
Tc suppression found for a constant DOS. The la
resistivity caused by Ni together with its mild effe
on Tc as compared to Zn might be explainable
this effect.

In conclusion, we have shown that a simple BCS mo
with adx22y2 OP, supplemented by the experimental qu
particle dispersion and nonmagnetic impurity scatter
provides a consistent description of the experimentally
sel

v.
FIG. 4. (a) Frequency dependence of the normal state
energy ImSn for various of 1yu. (b) Impurity induced
resistivity at T  100 K, as a function of 1yu for d 
0.18, 0.25.
1852
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served effects of Zn and Ni. The presence of the V
slightly below´F is necessary to resolve the puzzle giv
by the violation of the proportionality between residual
sistivity andTc suppression for the two types of impuritie
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